
MEDITATION HACKS FOR NEW MEDITATORS 

Stillness … such a lovely idea. So many of us are simply not present during most of the day. 
We’re thinking about what we need to do, or what we should have done. With one foot in the 
past and one in the future we miss the marvels of the present moment.  

Thoughts are like a river. When we are thinking about what we need from the shops, the river is 
calm, but when our thoughts are negative – worrying about something, perhaps – the current 
becomes more turbulent. When we are living in the present moment, acting mindfully, we step back 
from the torrent watching the current of our thoughts flow past from comfort of the riverbank 
without being swept away by them. 

With a regular meditation practice we cultivate mindfulness, but the practice can seem so hard when 
we are surrounded by so much stimulation. One commonly held belief is that the goal of meditation 
is to empty the mind. It’s not – it’s about being present for one thing at a time. When the mind 
wanders, our attempt at meditation hasn’t failed. Like training a puppy, catching the mind and 
coming back to an awareness of the present moment is the meditation. 

And just like exercise, while we all know that an hour long workout is better, real value comes also 
from short bursts. 20 minutes or even 10 minutes of being deliberately mindful each day for several 
weeks really does produce noticeable changes in the brain as well reducing stress and anxiety, and 
enhancing our sense of wellbeing. 

If you can’t find the time or perhaps don’t have the patience to take 10 minutes a day sitting still, you 
can still try to find time for small moments of mindfulness in different ways. Here are six ways you 
can incorporate mindfulness meditation into your daily life with little effort. 

1 • Walking meditation 
Walking the dog or even just bring in the post, focus your attention on one thing such as a tui or a 
blackbird singing, the feel of the ground beneath your feet or see the colours of the tree. When the 
mind wanders, return to your chosen focus. Being in nature reduces stress – we weren’t meant to sit 
all day at a desk. 

2 • Red light meditation 
Stopping at a traffic light, turn off the radio and take a few breaths until the light goes green. When 
your mind wanders, return to the breath. Using the breath for meditation works well as it’s always 
with us and only exists in the present moment – you can’t focus on yesterday’s breath. 
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3 • Running and biking meditation 
If you run or bike, leave those earbuds at home and focus on the experience. Tune into a physical 
sensation, such as Wellington’s wind in your hair, the ground beneath your feet or the warmth of the 
sun. Choose one item and keep your focus on it. Don’t jump from one sensation to another. 

4 • Eating and drinking meditation 
As you eat or drink, focus on the flavours, textures and sensations of the particular food or drink. 
Drinking tea or coffee, even enjoying a piece of chocolate can be a form of meditation – especially if 
it’s from Wellington Chocolate Factory. Savour what you’re having in that moment. 

5 • Queuing meditation 
While you’re queuing to pay for your groceries in New World, in the bank or at the post shop, take a 
moment to focus on your breath. Use this time to do some inner observations. Are your muscles 
tense? Are you cold or hot? And when you make these observations, do so without judgement. 
When you are at the supermarket checkout notice if you’re judging what other people have in their 
trolleys. Observe and notice without opinion. 

6 • Task-related meditation 
Incorporate mindfulness meditation into daily activities such as washing your hands, folding your 
clean clothes, taking a shower, washing dishes or brushing your teeth. Activities such as these serve 
as mini-meditations if you manage to focus in on the experience and keep coming back when you 
find your mind wandering.  

MINDFULNESS PRACTICE IS LIKE PULLING OURSELVES OUT OF THE RIVER OF OUR 

THOUGHTS 

One benefit of regular practice is that when something in the real world happens that is horribly 
challenging, we’re much better at stopping, pausing, catching our thoughts and dealing with it well, 
rather than getting swept into the raging torrent. 

Saturday 29 April 2017 • 9am to 50pm 

Meditation & Being a Global Citizen 
dharma practice and solidarity in a troubling time – led by Winton Higgins 

Home of Compassion, 2 Rhine St, Island Bay 

onemindfulbreath.org.nz/events 

If you’d like to come along phone or text Alex on 021 921 821 or email events@simplymeditation.org.nz
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